
Start Your Business with the End in Mind: 
How to Build a Business That You Can Sell for Maximum Value.

Getting the maximum possible sales price for your business doesn’t happen by 
accident. It is the result of years of careful planning, attention to detail, and continuous 
improvement that makes a business so attractive to buyers that they’re willing to pay 
your desired asking price (and in some cases better!). Here are just a few ways to get 
your business on that path towards success. 

1. Sweat the Small Stuff - You’re busy; we get it.  You have to wear the hat of the 
Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer, Chief 
Marketing Officer, and Chief Technology Officer. Despite the numerous roles you 
may fill in the beginning, the details matter. If you’re in a situation where you’re 
juggling a lot of responsibilities make sure that you’re being a stickler for details. 
File taxes and licenses on time. Keep neat and organized files. Create digital 
backups on a daily or weekly basis. Make sure you have necessary hard copies 
of important files in a secure, yet accessible, area. Don’t sweep small troubles 
under the rug or back burner important compliance issues in the hopes they’ll go 
away. Buyers want to take over businesses in a condition where they seamlessly 
transition it and not have to worry about disorganization or non-compliance.

2. Build a Steady Stream of Business - It’s true that every sale matters. But you 
probably already know that chasing new business and wondering where the next 
paycheck is coming from is stressful. When it comes to those looking to buy a 
business at top market cost, an established clientele with a documentable 
expectation of future business is essential. Long term contracts are extremely 
attractive to prospective buyers.  Work to create relationships between your 
customers and your businesses that aren’t dependent on you, personally. 

3. Create a Turnkey Operation - Remember that “hit the ground running” idea? It 
applies to every day to day task in your business. If you can streamline 
processes and workflow to such a degree that employees and managers can 



function well in your absence, then it will be possible to continue smooth 
operations after you sell. This means clearly stating (in writing) company policies, 
procedures, and systems and training your employees to follow them. It means 
investing in the right technology to manage quality and timing. It also means 
creating a framework that ensures the performance of every employee at every 
level. Besides setting your business up for a strong sale, this will also help make 
operations while you’re in charge more manageable and rewarding. 

4. Groom Your Greatest Talents - Imagine this scenario: a company or person 
wants to buy your business, but as soon as they do your top 5 salespeople leave, 
your CFO quits, or your Director of Marketing takes another job. Do you think that 
buyer is will be eager to buy that business? See what you can do to get your top 
employees to commit to staying with the company, even after you one day retire. 
Promising promotions, profit sharing, and other benefits or incentives to 
executives or leadership can be ways to keep them in place while also creating a 
major advantage for would-be buyers. 

5. Find Your Niche and Your Competitive Advantage - Be the only person in 
town selling widgets and there’s likely to be a line of interested buyers for when 
you want to sell. But that’s not the only way to demonstrate profitability and 
strong market position. You may not be the only widget dealer in town - but 
maybe yours are stronger or lighter or prettier. Maybe your widgets are new and 
improved. Maybe your widgets also come with dingbats. Or perhaps you’re 
simply able to sell your widgets for the same price while using technology that 
cuts your internal production costs to half of that of your competitors. Find out 
that one-special-thing that will give your business that competitive, long-term 
edge and you can be certain that you’ll get the highest possible price for your 
business. 

Questions or comments? Need assistance as you prepare to sell your business? We 
can help - please contact us today to learn more!


